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Organic Space Structure Based on Advanced Technologies

Structure spatiale organique basee sur des technologies avancees

Organische Raumstruktur beruhend auf fortgeschrittenen Technologien
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SUMMARY
The refined systematized space truss system referred to as the "Organic Space Structure" is an integrated

construction system composed of simplified elements which are systematically assembled for the
purpose of defining space intended to be used for a specific purpose. This space structure system has
an advanced, computer-aided manufacturing and assembly concept.

R£SUM£
Le Systeme spatial tridimensionnel, systematise de fagon affinee et designe sous le nom de "Structure
Spatiale Organique", est un Systeme de construction integrale se composnant d'elements simplifies
lesquels sont assembles systematiquement, delimitant un espace destine ä etre utilise pour un but
specifique. Ce Systeme de structure spatiale est un concept avance de fabrication et d'assemblage
assistes pas ordinateur.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Das verfeinerte systematisierte Raum-Fachwerk-System (Space Truss System), genannt "organische
Raumstruktur" ist ein integriertes Bausystem bestehend aus vereinfachten Bauelementen, welche
systematisch zusammengesetzt sind, um einen Raum, der einem spezifischen Zweck dienen soll, genau
abzugrenzen. Dieses Raum-Struktur-System ist eine fortgeschrittene Konzeption der computergesteuerten
Herstellungs- und Zusammenbautechnologie.
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PREFACE

The term "organic space structure" is used to mean an integrated structural
construction comprising simplified elements that are systematically put together

to define a space intended to be used for a certain specific purpose.
Accordingly, it may be simply called a space construction System. According to
Webster's dictionary, the term "system" as used here is defined as "a complex
of elements, often of various kinds, formed to work according to a common plan
or serve a common purpose, or a group of bodies, such as the solar system,
working in an interrelated manner or under the influence of related gravita-
tional or other forces." Imagining the relationship between the providence and
movement of the heavenly bodies in the universe, R. Buckminster Füller defined
their structural construction as "a group of patterns, such as a combination of
mechanical phenomena, that is capable of inceptive regeneration." Furthermore,
Descartes said, "Any structure, however complex it may look, can be constructed
as one likes by putting together carefully designed simple basic elements or
members." As may be easily perceived, any intricate structure is made up of
members, plates and Shells. The space truss is one of the systematized skeleton

frameworks supporting large-space architectures. This paper deals with the
characteristic features of designing, manufacturing, and assembling significant
technologies of the space truss. Particular attention is focused on the
technology to make high-precision, high-quality parts and the Software technology
to enable effective manufacture of multi-item, small-sized production.

1. DEFINING OF SPACE BY THE SPACE TRUSS

We consider that the space truss is one of the most effective Systems to
support large-space architectures. Among other similar structural Systems are
the shell, Suspension and membrane structures. The space truss is a skeleton
framework in which joints are used at all hinges. Assuming that all external
forces work on the joints, the stresses which occur in its members are of only
tensile or compressive force. As such, the space truss is a very effective
structural system. A space truss structure is constructed by assembling
prefabricated element members at the construction site or constructing such members

at the construction site, as with a concrete building, or by combining
both. Many attempts have been made to take advantage of the excellent structural

feature and simple structural design capability of the space truss, but
the need to prepare a large number of so many complicated kinds of component
parts and the difficulties encountered in their joints have thwarted such
attempts. They have long failed to provide the commercially required cost and
quality levels. But it is now possible to
build optimum structures using space truss
members prepared on a commercially paying
basis. The reason for it is one of our
themes. This success is undoubtedly due to
the recent remarkable progress in information

processing and steel making and production

technologies. The advancement in
special steel quenching and heat treatment
technologies has made it possible to make
such bolts as can individually transmit such
a huge amount of force of 10,000 kN or more.
Such innovation has now extremely expanded
the feasibility of applying the space truss
System to the construction of large space
architectures (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1
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2. REQUIRED PERFORMANCE AND ACTUAL EXAMPLE
SYSTEMATIZED SPACE TRUSS

OF

For the space truss to realize systematized
commercial production and obtain wide appllca-
bility, it is essential that its component parts
have (1) the precise tolerances, (2) the ability
to join many members at arbitrary directions,
(3) an ability to resist a wide ränge axial
force (of up to 10,000 kN), and (4) are supplied
in various lengths. An ideal System unit to meet
such requirements consists of a steel pipe, a

spherical r.ode, and a bolt Joint. The reasons
are: (1) Being resistant to buckling and as an
axisymmetrical member having no directionality
and high torsional strength, pipe is ideal as a
member of the three-dimensional space truss.
(2) Because the spherical node is point-symmet-
rical, all pipe members connected to a node
never become eccentric to the center so long as
they are accurately directed to the center of
the spherical node. (3) The single-bolt Joint
is appropriate because the bolt is an
axisymmetrical member like the pipe and the structural
mechanical design of the System assumes the
mechanism of a hinge. Although several different

Systems to meet such requirements have been
developed and put to practical use in Europe,
U.S., and Japan, our actual example based on an
advanced technology (hereinafter called the
Truss System) will be discussed in this paper
(Fig. 2).

The maximum bolt (200 mm in diameter) of this
Truss System is capable of transmitting an axial
force of 10,000 kN (Fig. 3).
To ensure that the 200 mm diameter bolt meets
the desired Performance requirement, close quality

control should be exercised in the choice of
material, heat treatment and machining. To

attain a high degree of reliability, all of the
produced bolts are subjected to nondestructive
inspection. The CZ-COAT applied to the bolt is
stable and causes few hydrogen embrittlement
problems. This coating consists of the Z and C

coats. The Z coat is a layer of zinc applied on
the bolt by projecting zinc iron. The C coat is
a coating of metal Chromate formed by Chromate
treatment. The combination of the Z and C coats
provides a süperb corrosion-resistant coating.

Material SNCM630

Tensile strength 900 - 1,100 N/mm2

Yield point 750 N/mm2

Elongation 15Z
Reduction in area 431
Hardness HRc 23 - 32

Connection Datail
SECTION

Pipe Member
(End Cone]

(Pipe)Mod

Component
parts Description

Pipe
members

Chords and diagonals of the Trues
System are made by welding end
cones to both ends of pipe.

Nodes
Steel joints: thick spherical
Shells open at the top for
bolt Insertion.

Bolts Special-hlgh strength bolts for
Joining nodes and pipe members.

Fig. 2

M200

•¥*!
M20

Fig. 3
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3. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
TRUSS SYSTEM

±_

Irregularity due to errors

Plan

o

To assemble a satisfactory
structure with the prefabricated
members of the Truss System, it
is considered necessary that (1)
the members are capable of per-
mitting angular adjustment at
the joints, and (2) the members
are capable of length adjustment
or made with zero tolerance.
But we have recently confirmed
that the desired structure can
be constructed with such members
as are made with only the angular

adjusting capability and to
such a close length tolerance as
plus or minus 1.0 mm, without
the length adjusting capability
as described below:

The assembling procedure of the
Truss System is as follows (Fig.
A):
1) Connect lower chord members
2) Connect diagonal members
3) Connect upper chord members

It is necessary to study if irregularities in the assembled structure
errors in the dimension of the nodes and the direction of members

2 yyVVj/W^ 1 AAA/ WUna, X X
X. /
A \

V ß

Section

X

B
•¦'¦' \» S

Upper chord

Fig.

due to
and the

length of the upper- and lower-cord and diagonal members exercise any detrimen-
tal influence on the function and safety of the structure. This kind of
influence, if any, must be clarified, too. Then, the obtained findings must be
used in the establishment of an accuracy control Standard. Simulation tests
according to the Monte Carlo method were conducted to check how the Truss
System will be assembled based on the assumptions that (1) the nodes could be
made practically with zero tolerance, (2) the nodes were capable of adjusting
the angle of the members fitted thereto (20/1000 radian), and (3) the upper-
and lower-chord and diagonal members could be made to a tolerance of plus or
minus 1.0 mm.

- Simulation Method
1) The length of all members making up the Truss System was varied within the

Standard deviation of 0.3 mm which was equivalent to the tolerance of plus
or minus 1.0 mm according to the normal distribution.

2) The position of all node joints of the Truss System was calculated using the
probabilistic combination of the members involving length errors in the
order in which they were assembled.

3) The same calculation was repeated 10,000 times.

The Simulation conducted on a plate space truss of 60 meters by 60 meters with
3 meter grid module showed that the accumulated perpendicular downward error at
the center node amounted to about 1/220 maximum of the span with respect to the
horizontal line.
To permit the construction of the Truss System, as such, it seems necessary and
sufficient to keep the accuracy of the its members within the limit of plus or
minus 1.0 mm.
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4. PRODUCTION OF SYSTEMATIZED SPACE TRUSS

4.1 Information System for Manufacturing

As mentioned previously, the Truss System consists of nodes, pipe members, and
bolts. All of the component parts of the Truss System have different
characteristics. They have obviously different shapes and sizes. At the symmetrically

opposite points of an axisymmetrical space truss structure, for example,
nodes of the same shape and size should be considered to have different
characteristics as pipe members are installed in different directions. It may be
said that the components of each part have not only their own size and shape
but also their own information of the character.
The parts information from a 50 grid by 50 grid double-layer plate space truss,
for example, is that it requires 20,000 pipe members, 5,000 nodes and 40,000
bolts. In this case, approximately 200,000 pieces of information are needed
for the design, quality control,
transportation, and field assembling
of the space truss. Smooth
construction of the Truss System calls
for the accurate processing of a
vast amount of information. To

carry out a plurality of construction
projects simultaneously, it is

necessary to work out an information
processing System that can integrate
not only technical information but
also the flow of management and
office work. To be more specific,
computer-integrated manufacturing
(CIM) supported by computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) and computer-
aided planning (CAP) will provide an
ideal information processing environment

for the achievement of a

satisfactory Operation system (Fig.
5).

NFORMATION SYSTEM)

MANAGEMENT
PLAN

r- -1 r - --.-£--- 1.
(NF.EDS)

1 MANUFACTURING

SYSTEM
PLAN

| cap] [capp 1

¦ 1

PRODUCTION

PLAN
'(. MARKETING

¦s-f-.

1

PRODUCTION

SCHEDULE1 (CAD)

1 -Ayy^yA "1
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f—•
1

1 PRODUCTS

j CAQ |

(CAM J
CONCEPT of

Fig. 5

4.2 Manufacturing of the Truss System Component Parts

The following is a brief description of the manufacturing method for the pipe
members and nodes. It is based on a computer-aided automatic production system
to permit speedy, high-precision and low-cost production of various kinds of
parts, each in small quantities.

1) Manufacturing of Nodes
Manufacturing of nodes consists of forging and machining.
a) Forging (Fig. 6): A round bar is cut to a given length (with a tolerance of

plus or minus 0.5 mm) having a large enough volume to be made to the ultimate

design shape. The work is shaped into a breakdown by upsetting and

striking, and then shot-blasted to get ready for subsequent machining.
b) Machining (Fig. 7): First, the external surface is machined by a numerical-

controlled milling machine. Then bolt hole tapping and other machining
Operations are performed in accordance with the preliminarily loaded design
information at the machining shop. The bolt hole tapping is controlled by
increments of 1/1000 radian.
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2) Manufacturing of Pipe Members
Manufacturing of pipe members consists of
pipe cutting and the welding of end cones.
a) Pipe Cutting

Pipe is cut to the desired length based on
the design information covering pipe
diameter, wall thickness, and length.

b) Welding of End Cones
Welding of end cones is preceded by precision

cutting (with the tolerance of plus
or minus 0.5 mm) and beveling depending on
the pipe diameter and wall thickness. To

assure even welding and maintain accurate
length, automatic welding is performed
under the conditions chosen based on a

shrinkage allowance estimated on the basis
of room temperature, pipe profile, and
welding material. The pipe length should
be controlled within the limiit of plus or
minus 1.0 mm.

5. CONCLUSION

It was discovered that the systematized space
truss is applicable to the construction of
ultra-large span structures and other structures

of various shapes. It was also found
out that such applications need advanced
technologies for materials manufacturing,
heat treatment, and design- and production-
assisting information processing. The design
of a structure composed of a group of component

parts made with high reliability and

precision needs new concepts and techniques
absolutely different from those applied to
conventional steel structures. We would like
to show a 200 M high television tower with 3-
layered observatory in China and a 100 M span
x 3 units hangar for housing three jumbo jet
planes in Indonesia made by use of the Truss
System, which may serve as examples sug-
gesting the expanding applicability of the
space truss technology (Figs. 8 and 9).

Fig. 6
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SUMMARY
In Japan, seismic forces and wind pressures are major loads which must be considered in structural
design. To cope with these loads, connections of structural members are generally required to be made
as rigid connections, which are made only by welding these days. This causes restrictions and problems
concerning realization of more fully automatic welding, assurance of weld qualities, reduction of construction

time, etc. This paper deals with a non-welded steel structural System which eliminates the above
mentioned limitations and problems and thus enables to pursuing total rationality in all such aspects of
design, fabrication and construction by fully utilizing CAD and CAM.

RrESUMI:
Au Japon, les charges dues au vent et aux tremblements de terre sont les deux charges principales qui
doivent etre prises en compte dans l'etude d'une construction. Ces charges impliquent des assemblages
rigides entre les elements de la structure, qui ne peuvent etre realisees que par soudure. II en resulte des
problemes de soudage automatique, d'assurance de la qualite des soudures, de reduction de la duree
de construction. Ce rapport aborde certains aspects des structures non soudees qui permettent de se
liberer de ces contraintes et de concevoir les elements aussi rationnellement que possible en faisant
appel ä tous les moyens offerts par la conception et la fabrication assistees par ordinateur.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In Japan müssen bei der Berechnung die Erdbeben- und Windlasten berücksichtigt werden. Dies bedingt
feste Schweißverbindungen zwischen den einzelnen Elementen, wodurch jedoch Restriktionen hinsichtlich

vollautomatischer Schweißung, der Schweißqualität, der Bauzeit usw. hingenommen werden müssen.

Diese Schrift befaßt sich mit nicht geschweißten Stahlkonstruktionen, so daß die erwähnten Restriktionen

entfallen und volle Rationalisierung der Konstruktion, der Fertigung und der Errichtung unter
Verwendung von CAD und CAM Systemen realisiert werden kann.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Japan, buildings (not including detached or semi-detached houses) constructed of
structural steel amounted to 34.50-million m2 in floor area in 1986. About 95 % of them
was accounted for by comparatively small buildings not more than five-storeyed.
Welding which began to be used for steel buildings more than 20 years ago has come to be
used for construction of almost all buildings including the aforesaid relatively small
buildings.
Despite a great deal of research effects made until now, welding still has its restrictions
and problems concerning realization of more fully automatic welding, assurance of weld
qualities and dimensional accuracy of products, development of effective measures against
residual stresses and strains caused by welding, reduction of construction time, etc. many
of which cannot be rationally solved even by today's highly developed electronic and
mechatronic technology.
This paper deals with non-welded steel structural system (as shown in Fig. 1) which elimi-
nates limitations and problems accompanying welding and thus enables to pursue the total
rationality in all such aspects as design, market distribution, fabrication and construction
by utilizing CAD and CAM. This system has been developed as a subsystem to a total
building system which includes exterior cladding, electrical and mechanical Systems, etc.

2. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION METHOD

2.1 Framing System

As shown in Fig. 1, H-shapes are used as columns and beams. Rigid frames are used in the
transverse direction, and braced frames or aseismic column frames in the ridge direction.

2.2 Detail of Column-Beam Connection

Reinforcing pieces are attached to inside
of column flanges in order to reinforce the
column flanges by sharing tensile forces
from split tees and carrying them smoothly
to the panel zone.

3. CONNECTION EXPERIMENTS

The following experiments were performed
to determine strength, deformation capacity,

reinforcing effect and other factors
relating to beam-column connection.

3.1 Split Tee Unit Test for Investigating
Split Tee Form and Deformation
Capacity

Strength: Table 1 gives a comparison of
measured values and calculated strength
(Kato formula) for yielding strength Fy and
maximum strength Fu. The calculated
ones generally gave good agreement with
the measured ones.
Deformation capacity: No. 5 in mode a,
which takes no bolt Separation, shows out-
standing deformation capacity up to the
final strength. It appears that there is
deformation capacity of about dFU
10 mm even in modes b and c, which
finally takes bolt Separation. (See Fig. 2.)

Girder

Tr
Column

Girder

Longitudinal
Beam "

<x
Column

ÖS!

Bracing
#y

Bea

*J

4s£

^
Steel-concrete
Composite Decking

Footing Beam

-1

- Footing

Fig. 1 Structural System
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Test
Speci
men

Dirnen«.,0 n (mm)
Computed Slrenyth

(Kato s Formula) Test Result«.

'„. '„ e ¦ Mode T.,
(t)

T

(1

Tt.
(t)

T..
(i) (t.mm) (mm) (mm)

»I
(mm) Cive-away Mode

No 1 20 38 80 118 c 88 2 979 92 5
(1 05)

1 134
(1 16)

1169 0 554 66 35 Bolting torn-off
by tensile force

No 2 30 18 40 88 C 68 2 75 8 74 5
(1 09)

93 0
(1 22)

147 4 0 505 11 53 48 "

No 3 30 18 70 118 (b-)c 81 2 90 3 83 5

(1 03)
106 2

(1 17)
197 8 0 422 9 13 46 "

No 4 60 78 40 118 b 44 1 61 4 54 5

(1 23)
78 2

(1 27)
54 2 1 006 23 18 4 35 "

No 5 60 78 70 148 a 44 1 66 2 57 5

(1 30)
94 8

(1 43)
50 2 1 145 39 10 56

No 6 90 108 40 148 b 29 4 51 6 36 0
(1 22)

71 9
(1 39)

22 9 1 57 41 42 49

litl-no
t'

m / |

Boll

8 27 2? t/bolt
Tt. T,. «-.-

t*l./H (T> /F.0 FY.A.

r
^a Jr. B, - 30.3 t/bolt

Flange

(Aclual Stienglli)

o - 4.08 t/cm2

i4W-
:i 'i iJ

I Ü

/
W l Plyy -^— '-

20. & w
i •¦

*•-.—-1

V' a, - 6.13 t/cm!
«F.

Residual Deflection

Table 1 List of Test Speeimens and Test Results

3.2 Tensile Test for Reviewing Column Flange Reinforcement

Experiments were performed regarding strength when the column flange was reinforced
by a plate with stiffener (Types A and B), and results were further reviewed via yielding
line analysis. Thus a reinforcement design formula was obtained. (See Tables 2 to 4 and
Fig- 4.) rw

12°t H.K.)

1>

H-Z94'.200x8x 12

SC

1 M

Type A

H-294X200X8X-2

U LJ

EL dhmn n(Typ- B]

•-v Ik SU)

---s.lh2(<,)

IkUh)

r^jj-^h
^C.

<0 3 (mm)

Fig. 2 Load-Displacement Relationship

No
Rem
fmr.ng
Type

Dimension (mm) Bolt
5ize

t,
(mm)

t,'
(mm)

ts
(mm)» b d 1

' " 5,' 0 7 87 62 5 - M122 12 - 30

2 A
-"

8 7 87 62 5 56 5

50 5

M22 12 6

12

30

4 M16 -
5 16 6? 56 5 M22 - 6

6 52 87 22

7 B 52 87 87 62 5 56 5 M22 12 6 30

8 " 50 5 12 -

Fig. 3 Shape of Test Speeimen

t, Thickness of flange of column ts Thickness of split tee plate
t, Thickness of reinforcing plate

Table 2 Dimensions of Test Speeimens
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~k Measured Analyzed (Mode) Ratio (Measured/Analyzed)

Ty«
(ton)

-.Tv,
(ton)

Tmax
(ton)

Torn-
off
Portion

Tv
(ton)

JTy
(ton)

Ty'
(ton)

Tu
(ton)

Ty,
Ty

JTyi
4Ty

Tyi
Ty'

Tmax
Tu

1 320 - 8 1.0 B 4 3 2(2) - 3 0 2(2) 6 3.9(2) 07 4 - 1.0 6 1.2 7

2

3

4

5

6

425
7 0.6

427
5 4.4

4 3.1

105

386

1 1.1

960
10 0.0

675
1 023

852

B.S
B.S

B

B

B.S

5 0.5(2)

6 8.1 (2)

54.5(1)

7 7.3(2)

50 5(2)

7.3

2 4.9

7.3

3 9 1(2)

6 0.2(2)

4 5.3(1)

5 83(1)

3 9 1(2)

7 4.3(2)

999(1)
70.2(1)

943(1)
7 4.3(2)

0 84

1.04

078
07 0

085

144

155

1 52

109
1.17

094
093
1 1 0

1 29

1.0 0

0.9 6

108
1 1 5

7

8

4 6.7

6 9.4

147

374

9 1.0

1 10.8

B

B

54 1 (2)

788(2)
109
3 5.6

4 3 3(2)

7 3 0(2)

7 9 3 (2)

1 0 5.6(1)

08 G

088

1.35

1 05

108

097

1.1 5

1.0 5

B : Bolt S : Stiftener

Table 3 Comparison between Measured Values

3.3 Beam-Column Connection Mock-up Test

This confirmed that beam-column connections formed through non-weld techniques had
strength and deformation capacity as good or better than those formed through welding
techniques. (See Table 5 and Fig. 5.)

Test Spermien Material °7*.
<t/cm') (t/cm')

H 294 ir 200x8- 12 (Ff) SSÜI 3 07 4 55

PLATE
PL - 6

PL 12

ssai 3 30

2 62

4 62

4 22

BOLT
M16

«122

F10T 10 4

108

11 2

11.5

Table 4 Mechanical
Characteristics
of Materials

No Column-Beam
Connection Cut Tee Horizontal

Stiffener
Reinforcing

Plate

W Welding None Welding None

NWI Boltmg CT-3O3x20t x 12x20 None None

NW2 Bolting CT-3O3x201 x 12x20 Provided None

NW3 Boltmg CT-3O3x201 x 12x20 Provided Reinforced at
one side by
panel

NW4 Botting CT-303x201 x 12x20 Clip Angle None

NWS Bolting CT-303x 201x12x20 Clip Angle Reinforced at
one side by
stiffener

NW6 Boltmg CT-303x201x12x20 Clip Angle Reinforced by
stiffener ana
panel

Table 5 List o
' Test Specime ns

Tltonl
120

Ti.
—7

T/

10 15 20 25 vir

NW >

y // /

130 :.?.?

Fig. 4 Load-Deformation Curve Fig. 5 Load-Displacement Relationship
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4. DESIGN, FABRICATION AND CONSTRUCTION

4.1 Design

Once structural members have been determined from structural design and stress analysis,
connection parts are determined automatically from combinations of beam-column
members in connection design by virtue of the manualized system.
Strength of these connections are designed (retained strength design) to exceed that of
beam members, and so connection strength checking is unnecessary.
These connections are also standardized, and this enables labor-saving in fabrication.

4.2 Fabrication

Shop drawings: These techniques assume the use of numerical control (NC), so shop
drawings can be greatly simplified.
Fabrication at Workshop: Fabrication is performed using NC machine tools. The
fabrication process is compared with conventional techniques in Fig. 7, and the new process
achieves extreme reductions in processing and the number of process steps. Cut and drilled
materials and parts are assembled according to fabrication drawings and fastened together
with high strength bolts.

Conventional
Construction -».
Method

Füll Size
Drawing

Mak.ng-
off Cutting Dnllmg

Beveling
and

Scallop
Making

Tem do-
rary

Erection
Welding

Strain
Rei'?as-

mg

'nspec-
non ni
WeiO'ng

»a.nt.nrj

NC Parts
Assembling

High
Strength
3oltingDrilling

CuttingMethod

Fig. 6 Comparison of Cons

4.3 On-site Construction

trUC ti(>n Procedures

In erection using these techniques, the split tee on the underside of the beam is mounted
beforehand on a column, so the beam is placed on that split tee.
Because of this simple construction method for the beam-column connection, on-site
construction workers can perform safe and rapid construction from a temporarily provided
work space set up near the beam-column connection.
The number of high strength bolts used in these techniques is about 50 % more than that
used in welding techniques, but a large number of bolts are installed beforehand at a
Workshop so the number of bolts installed on-site is not much different that in other
techniques. In on-site erection, dimensional accuracy of materials and parts is good, so
reconstruction is unnecessary and high precision construction is facilitated.

5. COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS

For the purpose of comparison between construction costs of buildings constructed by the
conventional welding techniques and those of buildings constructed by the non-weld
techniques, many types of model buildings (as shown in Table 6) were designed. Then steel
costs, fabrication costs and construction costs (incl. erection and high strength bolt
fastening) are estimated for all of these model buildings and compared in Table 6.

Comparison of non-weld vs. welding techniques
Steel costs: Non-weld technique steel costs may be somewhat higher. Using low cost
materials such as rolled H-shapes almost eliminates the difference.
Fabrication costs: Since automatic machine tools using numerical control are employed in
the former, cost become about 60 % of that of the latter.
Construction costs: With non-weld techniques, the number of high strength bolt connections
increases, but many connections can be made at the Workshop, so costs are almost the same
as those for welding techniques. There is almost no difference in the cost comparison in the
Table, but since transport costs are low and on-site construction techniques are improved,
the cost of these techniques can be further reduced.
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Model Type
I.I1SI

tut (um
Mpthrid

Stiut rural System Construction Cost

Remarks
Span
Direction

lransverse
Diiectiun

Cost
ol

Sleel

Manu
facturing
Cnst

Erection
Cost Total

II)
3 story
hlriq

Total
llonr
aiea:
231 rn'

BI Weld Rigid Flame Bracing 39 32 29 100

Construction
cost of Type
BI is taken
at 100

BIN Non weld Rigid Frame Bracing 40 22 30 92

Rl Weld Rigid Frame Rigid Frame 57 55 40 142

RIN Non weld Rigid Flame Rigid Frame 52 32 40 114

(2)

4 story
bldg

Total
floor
arpa:
904 m'

B2 Weld Rigid Frame Bracing 42 31 27 100

Construction
cost of Type
B2 is taken
at 100

B2N Non weld Rigid Frame Bracing 45 20 28 93

R2 Weld Rigid Frame Rigid Frame 56 45 29 130

R2N Nor. weld Rigid Frame Rigid Frame 52 26 31 79

(1)

2 story
bldg

Total
floor
area:
1.825m7

B3 Weld Rigid Fram? Bracing 49 25 26 100

Construction
cost of Type
83 is taken
at 100

83N Non weld Rigid Frame Bracing 50 15 27 92

R3 Weld Rigid Frame Rigtd Frame 57 34 28 119

R3N Non weld Rigid Frame Rigid Frame 55 20 30 75

Table 6 Comparison of Construction Costs

6. CONCLUSION

The strength, deformation capacity and reinforcing effect of connections with these
techniques have been experimentally confirmed, and design formulas have been established
from the obtained findings and findings obtained in current experiment and research. A
complete structural System has been perfected for design, fabrication and construction. As
already explained, the merits of these techniques include high economy, quality assurance
and construction period reduction, and further improvements can be expected to fully enjoy
these merits in the future through complete systemization, from structural design to
construction.
These techniques employ high strength bolt tension connections, so there are limits on their
applicability to large-scale structures, but in Japan, where there are large out-of-design
forces such as earthquakes and winds, the authors have already applied the techniques to 8-
storey structures, and they appear to be applicable to the majority of steel-frame
structures.
At present, these techniques have been implemented in 20 cases (overall steel-frame
tonnage 5,000 ton), so the advantages of these techniques have been proven in practice.
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SUMMARY
The development ofthe new-generation of industrialized system building has been going on from the year
1986 and will continue until 1991. The results, which up tili now have been documented as preliminary
proposals, include new structural systematics described as the modulated hierarchical system. The System

is intented for mechanized and automated production of structural members in prefabrication plants
and for rapid assembly and finishing on site. The structural system allows the standardization of the types
of structures and connection. A new connection technique has enabled rapid assembly on site.

RESUME
Le developpement de la nouvelle generation de construction systematique industrialisee commenca en
1986 et continuera jusqu'en 1991. Les resultats, qui jusqu'alors ont ete presentes comme propositions
preliminaires, comprennent une nouvelle systematique structurale appelee Systeme module et hierar-
chique. Ce Systeme fut elabore en vue de la production mecanisee et automatische d'elements de
construction prefabriques et en vue de l'assemblage rapide et la finition sur place. Le Systeme structural
permet la standardisation des types de construction et d'assemblage. Une nouvelle technique permet
un montage rapide sur place.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Entwicklung der neuen Generation des industrialisierten Systembaus begann im Jahre 1986 und wird
sich bis 1991 fortsetzen. Die Resultate, die bisher als vorläufige Vorschläge festgehalten worden sind,
beinhalten eine neue Struktursystematik, die als ein moduliertes hierarchisches System bezeichnet wird.
Dieses System soll einer mechanisierten und automatisierten Produktion von Baugliedern in Fertigteilfabriken

sowie einer schnellen Montage und einem schnellen Ausbau vor Ort dienlich sein. Es ermöglicht die
Standardisierung der verschiedenen Konstruktions- und Verbindungstypen. Eine neue Verbindungstechnik

hat die schnelle Montage vor Ort ermöglicht.
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1. BACKGROUND

The development of the industrialised building technology in Finland started
in the 1950's, which saw the first generation of element building technology.
No element building system was available then.

The second generation started with the development of the open element building
system "BES" at the end of the 1960's. The second generation aimed at

mechanised element production and economical construction for the mass
production of new satellite towns. This type of production became dominant in
Finland the market share of multi storey apartment and office buildings being
about 70 - 80 %.

Currently
tural and
BES-system
trialised
started in
system and
1991. The
in Figure

the requirements have changed. The keywords now are good architec-
technical quality and flexibility of design and Operation. The

has been applied to these requirements but the need for new indus-
building systematic has been recognized. A development project was

1986 aimed at the third generation of industrialised building
technology for the 1990's. The project will last until the year

generations and the phases of the development project are presented
1- I GENERATION 1955-1970 ^ ^—•——

E 1970-1990 -*nUL.--
M 1990-2010

Fractile of
construction

t°to
M

y /Ey/ /*/ N// K/ Jf/ I
%X / *£

Fig-
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

1 The generations of the industrialised building technology in Finland
and the phases of the development of the third generation.

The new generati
the "TAT-system"
Technology". The
cation companies
panies: Haka Co,
financed by the
The research and
Research Centre
contractor compa
concrete structu

on of industrialised buildin
which could be described i

project is founded and real
Lohja Co and Partek Co and

Polar Co, Puolimatka Co and
companies and the Technology

development work has been d

of Finland, Consulting compa
nies. The structural System
res completed with composite

g technology has been named as
n English as "Totally Adaptable
ised by the two biggest prefabri-
the four biggest contractor com-
YIT-consern. The project is
Development Centre of Finland.

istributed among the Technical
nies and prefabrication and
employed will mainly eonsist of
structures.

2. BASIC IDEAS AND SOLUTIONS

The basic problem was to solve the complicated interactive contradiction
between the requirements: quality, serviceability flexibility and economy.
Traditionally the view has been that industrialised production can lead to
economical result, but with the loss in quality and flexibility. The model of
the Solution is presented in Figure 2.
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Requirements Quality Serviceability Economy

A/ /. _

Solution - creative archi- - development of - optimisation of
modeis techtural and

engineering
design

- interactive
working
between architects

and
engineers

technical
Systems and
products

- compatibel
integration of
technical
Systems

- flexibly modi-
ficable structural

and
installation
Systems

technical
Systems at design

- mechanised and
automated
production of structural

members
and installations

- standardised
basic elements

- rapid mounting
of structural
system and
installations
on site

Model of build¬ Modulated hierarchical buildinq system
ing systematics

Fig. 2 Solution model for the fulfilment of requirements of the new gener-
ration of building technology

The key to the Solution is the new line of thought in system building, which
is concretized as the modulated hierarchical building systematics. It affords
the possibility of flexible design of building using a limited number of
installation and structural basic element types. The design methodology is
based on a combination technique at the following levels of hierarchy: building

level, sub-building level, module level and basic element level.
Typically, the architectural design at the phase of ideas and preliminary
sketch mainly works on the sub-building and module levels. At the phase of
drafting and final design the functional and optimization-based architectural
and technical solutions will be concretized as technical Systems, sub-
Systems, modules and basic elements resulting the designs for the basic elements
of production at factories and the assembly plans for the site. The principal
model for the adaption of the modulated hierarchical systematics is presented
in Figure 3.

ProducllDeulgn

l^lyflu I Ici! Hy

bly

0Modules leval

D

n
Fig. 3 Principal model for the hierarchical modulated building system in the

design and production process.
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As regards the work of structural engineers the structural combination and
optimization technique plays an increasing role. A typical change will also
be the increased importance of the design of structures to other factors in
addition to traditional statical or generally mechanical requirements such as
the design of Operations and maintenance and the interactive compatible
integration of structural and installation Systems.

3. TECHNOLOGY FOR FABRICATION AND ERECTION

3.1 Principles

The principles of the structural production in TAT-technique are
- Mechanical and automated production of standardised types of basic el¬

ements in factories uti 1 ising flexible manufacturing methods

- Rapid assembly of structural members and compatible installations on site

- Assembly of prefabricated modules which are either structural modules or
integrated structural and installation modules

- Possibility of applying increased automation and robotisation to on-site
assembly

- Rational finishings and installation on site.

3.2 Fabrication

Mechanized, automated and computerized manufacturing is aimed at in the

fabrication of structural members in element factories. The manufacturing methods

will be selected taking into account the suitability for small portion
flexible production. This aim raises the need for the structural type selected

to suit the manufacturing methods.

Typical manufacturing methods in precast concrete plants are long line ex-
trusion, long line continuous casting, slipform casting, battery forming,
spraying and centrifugal casting. The extrun'on and slipform casting without
moulds can be used for slabs, beams, columns and walls. The battery forms are
suited for columns, beams and walls. The spraying is best suited for
architectural panels of external walls.

The application of flexible manufacturing methods and the "just on time"
production principle in element plants is an important part of the new
production process. The computer-aided production planning is a central part of
the system. The computerised system of production planning and control also
includes the automated manufacturing control, such as control of concrete
mixing, control of concrete transport, control of casting and compaction
machines, cutting of elements on long line production, transport of ready
elements into störe and the storage and delivery control. The most automated
hollow core slab plants in Finland already apply the described level of
automation and computerisation. This kind of production will also spread into
the production of other structural members utilising the prescribed manufacturing

methods.
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Some structural parts and their installations are suited for assembly of
integrated modules including the installation. Such modules are for example
the bathroom, sauna and wc units.

3.3 Erection

The site production includes the assembly of structural members, modules,
installation and furniture and the finishing work. The Organization is based
on the coordination by the main contractor Company and on the realization
distributed among several subcontractors. The subcontractors are at the same
partly producers of products, partly specialised assemblers only.

Important factors pertaining to the development of rapid erection technique
are connections, stabilising structural Systems and the compatibility between
structural and installation Systems. All these factors are included into the
TAT-system. As new connection technology the moment stiff connections made
with prestressed bolts are applied. Therefore, it is possible to assemble
stiff frames for the stabilization of the building. The connections work
immediately after the assembly. The role of mortar is to quarantee additional
statical, fire and corrosion resistance of the connection.

In the future, automation and robotisation can be applied to erection and
finishing. In regard to erection the possibilities of automation increase
especially regarding the assembly of connections and crane lifting automation
with address system using suited sensors. In regard finishing the spraying
robots and coating laying robots are possible.
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SUMMARY
A new slab system whereby a concrete composite slab is constructed by placing concrete on a large
scale PC panel cast on site allows the reduction ofthe construction period, saves manpower, and reduces
the amount of temporary materials used thereby resulting in a great improvement in the economy of the
work. This report describes the structural experiments required in order to design the composite slab,
the creep of the concrete composite slab, Software for making an optimum construction plan for the
system and examples and effects of applications on site.

RtSUME
Un nouveau Systeme de fabrication locafe de plaques composites en beton consiste ä couler le beton
sur un panneau en beton prefabrique de grande dimension. Ce Systeme permet de diminuer le delai des
travaux, d'economiser la main d'oeuvre et de reduire la quantite des materiaux provisoires. II en resulte
d'importantes ameliorations en terme d'economie de travail. Ce compte-rendu decrit les experiences
necessaires ä la mise au point de la plaque de beton, les caracteristiques de fluage, le logiciel permettant
de realiser une construction optimale du Systeme ainsi que des exemples et des possibilites d'application
concretes.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Ein neues System, bei dem eine Betonverbundplatte vor Ort hergestellt wird, indem Beton auf eine
Grossplatte aus Betonfertigteilen gegossen wird, ermöglicht eine Verkürzung der Bauzeit, hilft Arbeitskräfte

sparen und verringert den Aufwand an eingesetztem Baugerät und führt so zu einer wesentlich
verbesserten Wirtschaftlichkeit bei der Arbeit. Dieser Bericht beschreibt die bautechnischen Versuche,
die für den Entwurf der Betonplatten erforderlich sind, die Dehnung der Betonverbundplatten, die
Software zur Erstellung eines optimalen Systembauplans sowie Anwendungsbeispiele und Erfahrungen auf
der Baustelle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large scale constructions are increasing in Japan but skilled laborers are in
short supply and construction periods are shortened. Therefore, the development
of advanced and reasonable technologies for construction work is an urgent theme.
The authors have developed a new slab system (a precast and in-situ placed
concrete composite slab System, PICOS System) and applied it to buildings on the
premise that the system of formed slabs and Computer aided engineering (CAE) is
the key technology for increasing the economy of construction wnrk.

2. OUTLINE OF THE PICOS SYSTEM

The main features of the PICOS*System are as follows:
1) The large scale precast concrete panels are approximately the size of a grid
surrounded by girders on four sides and are more than 70mm thick.
2) The precast concrete is cast on a horizontal concrete bed in-situ and is
manufactured at the rate of one panel per day by multi-layer casting.
3) The precast concrete panel is combined with in-situ placed concrete by shear
keys on each side in several lines. PICOS resists load as a composite structure
and is designed as two-way slabs. The shear keys are 80mm square and have a depth
of 8mm. o

•4) The PICOS System has a CAE sub-system as a useful tool for calculation,
graphics and drafting to design the optimum conditions for construction planning.
This results in economy.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

The following research and development
work was performed in order to
establish the Standard specifications
for the design and construction of the
PICOS System.

3.1 STRUCTURAL EXPERIMENT

The following experiments were carried
out in order to investigate the
transfer mechanism of horizontal
shearing force at an interface between

precast concrete and in-situ placed
concrete.
3.1.1 Bearing and Shearing Strength
Shallow and concave shear keys are
made on the surface of the PC panel in
place of protruding reinforced
trusses in order to form a concrete
composite slab.
Experiments are carried out to study
the effect of the shallow and concave
shear keys in transferring the
shearing force occurring at the
interface between the PC panel and the
in-situ placed concrete. A release
agent is applied over the total
surface of the PC panel in order to
release it from the bond strength and

Supporting point

,-Cyclic loading
point

Shear keys

Fig.l

T. Supporting point

Shear key speeimen for bearing
and shearing test.

Shape of the

shear key (mm)

Depth 30 4 8 30

Width 80J.80 80x80 80x80 80x80

Pieces of keys 2 8 8 2

PC panel surface
finish

Finish by steel trowel
Release agent applied

Finish
by wood
trowel

Condition at failure Shear

failure
Bearing

failure
Shear

failure

Maximum load (N) 76.5 72.5 141 642

Effective area (cm1) 128 25.6 51.2 2560

Stress (MPa) 5.65 28.4 27.6 2.50

Table 1 Details of
the experimental results.
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to clear the shear key effect. The loading method applied is alternative loading.
The structural speeimen is shown in Figure 1 and the details of the experiments
and the experimental results are shown in Table 1.

The experimental results allow us to design the size and number of shear keys.
The bond strength is regarded as reserve strength.
3.1.2 Flexural and Shearing Strength
Short-term loading experiments are carried out in order to study the strength,
deformation capacity and failure conditions of the composite slab. The results
are studied by comparing them with those of a monolithic slab. A release agent is
applied to the surface in order to clear the effect of the shear keys and also
assume the case where there is no bond strength between the Joint surface after
a long period of time.
The effective span is shortened by
assuming a case where large shearing
force is applied. The loading method
applied is 2-point line loading.
The structural speeimens are shown

inTigure 2 and the details of the
experiments and the experimental
results are shown in Table 2 and
Figure 3. The experimental results
prove that the shear keys to be made

on the surface of the PC panel allow
the construction of a composite slab
with strength nearly equal to that of
a monolithic slab.

il
:

keys J.
Q Loading Point ß

uOmm Bf

Pin support
.2,500 -

#m
Prestressing bars

Tf
'¦fti || tjW l1 !F-Fixe«, support

'

Fig.2 Slab speeimen for flexural and
shearing test.

-Monolithic slab - Composite slab

53
100

fc?AI

L/50L/400 L/100

Slab speeimen
Effective span

(L:mm)
Maximum

load (N)
Fig.3

Monolithic slab 2,500

(pin supports)

39. 1 6

Composite slablAJ 42.fi 5

Monolithic slab 2,500

(Fix supports)

145 1

Composite sloli(Ä) 127 2

Monolithic slab 4,500
(Pin supports)

38.3 4

Composite slab 40.5 3

6 (mm)

Fig.3 Load-deflection curves

3.1.3 Creep Behavior
Long-term loading experiments are
carried out in order to study the
creep behavior of the composite slab
and the long-term reliability of the
shear keys.
The results are studied by comparing
them with those of a monolithic slab.
The loading method applied is
uniformly distributed loading.
The speeimens and loading method are
shown in Figure 4 and the details of

{AI: The surface of PC panel was finished
by steel trovel und applled >release agent.

Table 2 Details of
the experimental results.

„LL -L Long time loadiH~~h -+- »ti-
*¦ <**. i i 1- i i i n i i i i n r.

iL 1 /
J( Fix support /

- -
• 10mm Bars /Shear keys

r:rir.
*

t t

r: ::

\ uji.! ¦

Fig.4 Slab speeimen
for long-term loading test.
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the experiments and the experimental
results are shown in Table 3 and
Figure 5.
The experimental results show that the
composite slab behaves similarly to a

monolithic slab until the joint
surfaces are completely separated and
that no large deflection appears even

if the Separation proceeds.

Slab speeimen
Effective
span (mm)

Deflec tion (mm)

Loading lYear Ratio

Monolithic slab
4,500

(Fix
supports)

1.70 14.4 8.47

Composite slabfb' 2.70 24.0 8.89

Composite slab 1.82 11.5 6.31

(B) : The surface of PC panel was finished by steel
trowel and applied release agent

Table 3 Details of
the experimental results.

Humidity — —

zz BD

Temperature

Composite slab using release agent
Monolithic slabtrünni

itAdn VA

New composeite slabfr mn :¦

ttttttttTTTTTTT I AVA3.0, **-=»
'0 30 60 90 120 ISO 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 Days

Fig.5 Changes in the central deffection of slabs by long-term loading test.
3.1.4 Drying Shrinkage
It is expected that the in-situ concrete may crack after a long term when

concrete is cast in-situ on a PC panel because of the differences in dry
shrinkage between the two. Experiments are carried out by changing such
conditions as the thickness of the PC panel and the in-situ placed concrete, the
composing period and the number of reinforcing bars.
The test results nearly agree with the corresponding values calculated by
CEB/FIP. It is understood that no cracking occurs if the PC panel or the in-situ
placed concrete is 50mm or more thick.
3.2 CAE SUB-SYSTEM

The logistics of minimizing manpower, temporary materials and other resources
for prefabrication and erection in-situ were studied for the CAE sub-system of
the PICOS System.
The logistics were based on the following ideas:
1) A crew composed of a fixed number of people repeats the same work every day.
2) Temporary materials and machines are reduced to as small a number as
possible. Concrete for constructing the composite slab is cast directly from a

truck mixer. Therefore, the total height of the composite slab cast by multi-
layer casting is limited. The number of beds used for manufacturing PC panels is
reduced to as few as possible.
3) The schedule for manufacturing PC panels is decided based on such conditions
as the sequence of lifting the PC panels, the concrete strength appearance, the
number of PC panel and the number of blocking construct areas.
4) The PC panel drawing is made by CAD. Some examples of the output from the CAE

sub-system are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
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Ca : Casting (16 days), Cu : Curing (6 days), S : Stripping (one day)

Group Bed Ist floor 2nd floor 3rd floorG. floor 4th floor
AM I I I I I

16 Pieces
I I II I I

16 Pieces NIMM
16 Pieces16Pieces

Crew B
mmimn

Crew A

lim
Ca Cu Ca Cu

Crew ACrew B Crew B
i ii MM

Ca

Crew B
nl il Im In

Crew A

Ca CaCu

Fig.6 The crew balance chart for multi-layer casting in site.
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Fig. 8 The manufacturing schedule

4. APPLICATIONS

4.1 APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The site plan of the D Building site
is shown in Figure 9. The D Building
Site is intended for the construction
of a multiple dwelling house eight
storeys tall. There are 16 slabs per
floor and the construction period is
eight days per floor. One blocking
construct area is taken. The CAE

subsystem calculates that the number of
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Fig.9 The site planning
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beds required is three, the number of days for constructing the PC panels is
64, and the total number of workers is 256. In the actual work, the number of
beds used is four the number of days for constructing the PC panels is 56, and
the total number of workers is 292.

4.2 MEASUREMENT OF WORKING HOURS

The results of the measured working hours for manufacturing PC panels at the D

Building site are shown in Figure 10. The results of the average measured working
hours for the A, B, C, and D Building Sites are shown in Figure 11. The system is
improved every time it is applied to construction and the skill of the workers is
also improved. As a result, the quantity of work is now about eight worker-
hours per PC panel and thus the economy is greatly improved.
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5. CONCLUSION

The PICOS System is now populär in Japan and has been applied to many

construction buildings in a relatively short time. The PICOS System makes it
possible to complete construction work satisfactorily and successsfully in a

shorter period and thereby to save manpower and conserve materials.
The effects of the PICOS System on the economy of the construction work were
examined in-situ as follows:
1) The labor productivity ratio of PICOS to the traditional method was 2 to 1.

PICOS required repetitive and unskilled labor and had a more effective learning
curve than did the traditional method.
2) The site management productivity ratio of PICOS to the traditional method was

approximately 3 to 2.

3) The construction period required for PICOS was approximately half as long as

that for the traditional method.
4) The weight of the temporary materials required by PICOS was one-eighth that of
the weight required by the traditional method.

5) PICOS excelled the traditional method in terms of accurecy of concrete
strength thickness of slab, placement of the reinforcing bars and smooth-faced

ceilings.
6) The PICOS System can be of great use for the systematization of construction
methods, that is for the separated horizontal-and-vertical construction system,

for the blocking construct area method, etc.
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SUMMARY
This paper explains in some detail a knowledge-based Computer system for the analysis and updating
of construction schedules. Special attention is devoted to discussing the various representation forms
and the relationships used to link the system's knowledge concepts. The project will be used in managing
large-scale civil works construction.

R-jESUMr-E
Cet article presente en detail un Systeme expert pour l'analyse et la mise ä jour de programmes de
construction. II porte un interet particulier aux diverses formes de representation ainsi qu'aux relations entre
les differents concepts du Systeme expert. Le projet sera utilise pour la gestion de grands travaux de
construction.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Dieser Beitrag beschreibt ein System zur Berechnung und Nachführung von Bauprogrammen. Spezielles
Gewicht wird auf die verschiedenen Darstellungsformen und die Verbindungen zur Information des Com-
puterprogrammes gelegt. Das Projekt wird für das Management grosser Bauaufgaben angewandt.
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Introduction
Construction scheduling, along with estimating, cost control and quality

assurance, is a vital ingredient to effective project control, particularly on
renovation and rehabilitation work. Knowledge-based expert system (KBES)
technology offers the promise of significant advance to all elements of project
control, and in this article we outline the progress we have made in developing
an intelligent scheduling system. Our approach has been to view scheduling from
the owner's perspective and to examine both original submittals and Updates.

The system being developed, CONSAES (CONstruction Scheduling Analysis
Expert System), relies upon existing project control system Software as its
fundamental source of project data. The hardware, Software, and communication
linkage schemes we chose have also been documented in previous articles and
interested readers are accordingly directed there (1, 2, 3).

KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION
As the "paper" knowledge base became larger, it began to exhibit some

regularity In the sense that expressions of similar form frequently reappeared.
Once these regularities were identified, they were captured by building an

English-like knowledge acquisition grammar. This grammar allows us to express
the facts, rules, and concepts of the construction schedule analysis domain.
For example, the syntax for the rule and condition categories is:

(rule)
(condition)
(condition)

IF (conditions) THEN (conclusions)
(frame) HAS (parameter) OF (value)
(frame) IS IN CLASS (frame)

As a specific example, RÜLE-111 within the Look-Ahead rule group can be

represented by the following English and English-like grammars:

"Paper" knowledge base format:

Make projections based on what has happened versus
what was planned.

Knowledge Acquisition format:

IF ((?some-activity IS IN CLASS activities) AND

(?some-activity IS IN CLASS concrete) AND

(?some-activity HAS Status OF finished in-progress) AND

(?some-activity HAS assessment OF slow-progress) AND

(concrete HAS lagged OF (> 5

THEN ((?activities IS IN CLASS activities) AND

(?activities IS IN CLASS concrete) AND

(?activities HAS Status OF unfinished) AND

(set (?activities HAS new-duration OF (* old delay))))

Here, previous job experience with a particular class of work activities is
scrutinized for a deterministic delay factor. If found, that modifier is then
applied to all subsequent unfinished activities in that class to develop a new

projected schedule duration. This update is advisory only In nature allowing
the system user to see clearly and in real time the changes recommended.

Use of this English-like knowledge acquisition grammar reduces the effort
expended on acquiring additional rules. In addition, the knowledge represented
in this generic syntax can be easily adapted to a variety of inference engine
designs.

31
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KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
The Automated Reasoning Tool (ART)™ programming environment has been

selected and acquired as the inference engine to process the knowledge base.
ART is a set of specialized tools that facilitates the rapid prototype of expert
Systems. ART's knowledge representation language supports the expression of a
wide variety of different types of problem-solving knowledge. These include:
if-then rules, facts expressed in a logical-relational notation, frames that
describe general classes of objects in the application domain, and procedural
strategies used to represent algorithmic knowledge not easily expressed in the
classic AI if-then rule framework. A large part of construction schedule
analysis involves considering and evaluating different possible actions or
evaluating a Situation that is changing over time. Towards the end, ART

provides "hypothetical worlds" as its most fundamental technique for generating,
representing, and evaluating either static or dynamic alternatives.

The power of CONSAES is derived largely from the knowledge captured within
it. Ob ject-oriented programming provides the facilities, e.g. objects, to
structure information which describes a physical item, a concept, or an

activity. Each object is represented as a frame, containing declarative,
procedural, and structural information associated with the object. That is, a
frame Is a collection of facts that represent an object or class of objects that
share certain properties. Object-oriented programming is an extremely
advantageous feature of ART, which allows information of common nature to be

stored declaratively In the frames, where it is easily accessible and
modifiable.

Since CONSAES deals with a highly complex domain, it is necessary to impose
a structure on the domain. For example, some of the data elements can be

organized into related groups. This makes them easier to analyze, describe and

manipulate than hundreds or thousands of unstructured facts.
The ART schema system is a language for classifying data logically as well

as for reasoning about data that has been structured. In addition to providing
a way to structure all or part of a complex database, the schema system offers a

convenient language for indicating that some data items share properties.
Schema definitions can be organized into hierarchies in which knowledge about an

object can be automatically deduced or inherited based on the class or classes
to which it belongs.

KNOWLEDGE IMPLEMENTATION
The specific manner in which CONSAES works is as follows. During the

construction planning phase, a work breakdown structure is routinely defined
based on project phases, goals and Organization. Milestone descriptions are
derived from the work breakdown structure as tasks suitable for scheduling and

monitoring. Traditionally, milestone descriptions are defined in such a way
that they convey both a building and a construction process, e.g. "cast in place
2nd floor slab." The hierarchical relationship as well as the inheritance path
of such a milestone are shown In Figure 1. A relation connects a schema to one

or more other Schemata. The inclusion of one or more relations in a schema

serves to establish it as a node in a hierarchy. In other words, relations are
the links that establish a schema hierarchy and permit inheritance of
attributes. Note that the arrows shown in the diagram have significance in that
they originate with the object being defined. They point to each schema that is
listed as the value of the relation.

UTILITY AND RELEVAHCE OF THE RESEARCH

This research is leading to fundamental advances in the knowledge base of
project control thought in four distinct ways.

First, the development of the prototype is demonstrating that this new

approach is satisfactory for accelerating and, indeed, improving upon many of
the brute-force analyses and calculations typical of routine scheduling.
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FIGURE 1 Knowledge Base Taxonomy

Second, this investigation identifies and organizes the knowledge (analytic
and heuristic) that successful construction engineers use to schedule and time
management projects. This work can be though of as a natural extension of
important research conducted by a previous generation of investigators like
Fondahl, Crandall and Halpin. They carried scheduling theory and practices to
the refined science that it is today. Now that the analytical methods and
mathematical theory are so mature, it seems quite proper, even critical, that
researchers turn their attention to the project and practice-oriented features;
e.g., developing or at least formalizing methods of re-estimating activity
durations.

The third important advance represented by this research is of an
applications nature. For a field as practice-driven as construction, expert
Systems concepts seem ideal. Especially so for a body of knowledge like
scheduling which is part quantitative and part subjective.

Finally, the development of an expert system in construction schedule
analysis could lead to the identification of new theory, or develop deep
knowledge in the field, by formalizing the existing State of knowledge. In
particular, the object-oriented representational approach may provide new and
better ways to integrate cost quality and schedule information that to date has
been so elusive. In this way, expert Systems technology can provide heuristic
answers to today's problems while suggesting research to develop and use new
heuristics as well as new algorithmic solutions in the future.

Many other researchers are working quite hard to develop KBES tools for
project management. Some of the more prominent and accessible work is
documented in references 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Special Techniques for Construction of Viaducts in Singapore
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SUMMARY
This paper describes techniques adopted in the construction of viaducts using precast concrete post-tensioned

longitudinal beams and examines the use of different types of purpose-built erection equipment
to suit various site constraints. Methods used in the construction of viaducts for the recently built Singapore

Mass Rapid Transit System are discussed. Emphasis is on the use of special equipment to transport
precast beams from casting yards onto viaducts, installation of beams into their final positions and the
forward advance of launching girders.

r£sum£
Ce travail decrit des techniques adoptees dans la construction du metro de Singapour, le Singapore
Mass Rapid Transit, pour le montage des viaducs utilisant des poutres longitudinales en beton prefabri-
quees, et avec posttension. II examine l'emploi de differents equipements de montage en fonction de
contraintes locales. L'attention est portee sur le Systeme de transport des poutres prefabriquees du
chantier ä l'emplacement des viaducs, ainsi que leur mise en place definitive avec la poutre de lancement.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Aufsatz beschreibt das Verfahren der Brückenkonstruktion aus vorfabrizierten Teilen. Die Eignung
verschiedener Montagesystme wurde speziell untersucht. Die Methoden, die für die Brückenerrichtung
von Singapores Transit System angewendet wurden, werden diskutiert. Besonders wichtig ist die Verwendung

von speziellen Maschinen zum Transport von vorfabrizierten Balken für deren Versetzen in die
endgültige Lage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The building of viaducts for roadways and rail Systems is an important aspect
of Civil Engineering Construction. With advances in technology, engineers are
building viaducts in shorter times by the use of precast concrete elements.
However, the use of long span precast concrete beams will give rise to
transportation problems should these units be carried by articulated vehicles
and launched by mobile cranes. The construction of flyovers which comprise
several spans and require the installation of up to about fifty precast beams,
is manageable by the above technique, especially if these units can be
transported during off-peak hours. Where many kilometres of viaducts are to be

constructed, Engineers must device special purpose-built erection equipment to
enable hundreds of precast beams to be installed without interruption to
existing road traffic. Advanced launching techniques are available for "off-
the-road" transportation and erection of viaduct beams to great satisfaction
of all parties involved.

A spectacular feature is the viaduct construction for the Singapore Mass Rapid
Transit System, in which over 3,300 precast beams were concreted and launched
within a three-year period from mid-1985. These precast beams make up almost
the entire 42 km length of elevated viaduct, which forms sQ/ne 64% of the total
66 km route of the Singapore Mass Rapid Transit network.

2. STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS

In building precast concrete viaducts, the precast components are of significant
numbers and most large contracts have precasting yards adjoining the

viaduct under construction. Purpose-built gantry cranes are normally chosen
to lift and transport the heavier units within the site, although mobile track
or wheel mounted cranes are frequently used to handle smaller precast beams.

Where the location of the casting yard and the viaduct are advantageously
positioned, it is possible to design the casting yard crane so that it can
lift a beam directly from its mould onto the viaduct for direct delivery to
the erection point. This combines the functions of the casting yard gantry
and the transfer gantry. The latter is so named because it is used to
transfer the precast beam to the viaduct.

The erection gantry, more commonly known as the launching gantry, is the most
complicated membe-r of the family of equipment needed on major projects. The
launching gantry has not only to install beams onto cross-heads with high
accuracy, it has also to launch itself between cross-heads, up and down
slopes, manoeuvre curves and has frequently to offer stability to the viaduct
structure.

3. PURPOSE-BUILT ERECTION EQUIPMENT

3.1 The Castinq-vard Gantr.y

Precast concrete beams are manufactured in specially planned casting yards for
various contracts and transported onto the viaducts. Location of the casting
yard determines the method to be used in transporting the precast members.
The arrangement of the beams on sites are divided into two main categories:

(i) casting yard with Individual casting beds parallel to the viaduct,
(ii) casting yard with individual casting beds perpendicular to the viaduct.
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Sites separated from the viaduct by a road pose a challenge in that the beams
have to be moved over the road with minimal interruption to vehicular traffic.
Several alternatives are available:

(i) a rail-mounted gantry (Fig. 1) for the yard and a transfer gantry
(Fig. 2) to lift the beam onto the viaduct.

(ii) a long-rail girder to serve both the casting yard and to load the beams
onto the viaduct (Fig. 3).

(iii) C-type frame to serve both the casting yard and to load the beams onto
the viaduct (Fig. 4).

M
Long stroke
hydraulic rams

Transfer gantry

iLwwwi
.PRECAST BEAM.

Flg.1 CASTING YARD GANTRY

°n--»Casthra yard gantry

^r̂ -^-^

fig.2 TRANSFER GANTRY

3BH

IAAT
^AlAT W

FIg.3 LONG-RAIL GIROER
Bg.4 C-FRAME CASTING YARD GANTRY

The typical casting yard gantry mentioned in (i) above is a simple pinned
portal frame with a lifting height capacity sufficient to lift a beam element
out of and clear of its mould. The usual lifting height is about 5 m and the
Operation is executed inexpensively using long stroke hydraulic rams as
opposed to electric or hydraulic winches. Beams that are concreted bn casting
beds perpendicular to the viaduct have to be rotated 90° on a turntable to
bring them parallel to the viaduct.

The transfer gantry is a massive piece of fabrication and has to provide
clearance for the casting yard gantry, precast beams and the beam launching
gantry. The transfer gantry usually comprises a pair of elevated truss or
plate girders supporting a mobile overhead crane beam transporting the precast
components. The lifting mechanism on the transfer gantry is usually expected
to carry beams at heights in excess of 10 m.
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The long-rail girder serves both the function of the casting yard gantry and
the transfer gantry. It is basically an extension of the transfer gantry in
that it Covers the whole precasting yard and does away with the casting yard
gantry.

Where the casting yard is adjacent to and casting beds are parallel to the
viaduct, C-type gantries can be mobilised to lift the precast units directly
onto the superstructure. To perform this task, the gantry must cantilever
over the superstructure and place the beam on a transport vehicle on the
viaduct. This is the most economical way of lifting the beams and
transferring them onto the viaduct.

3.2 Launching Gantry

Various types of beam launching gantries are used in different countries and
generally they are expected to place four or more beams side by side. Within
each span the beams are parallel but the gantry has to alter horizontal
alignment between spans to cater for horizontal curvature.

4. SINGAPORE MASS RAPID TRANSIT VIADUCT CONSTRUCTION

4.1 Viaduct Structure

5.075 m

The viaduct configuration generally adopted consists of two lines of post-
tensioned precast concrete box-girders (Fig. 5) supported by reinforced
concrete cross-heads which cantilever from Single columns. Half-joints are

introduced to carry the beams on the
cross-heads and the box-girder
profile is maintained through the
cross-heads. Horizontal curves are
possible by profil ing the top side
cantilevers of the beams to the
required geometry. The box-girder
soffit is kept to a straight profile
between supporting cross-heads to
keep construction costs to a

minimum. The ends of the box-
girders with the highly stressed
half-joints and the tendon
anchorages are solid.
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Fig.5 TYPICAL VIADUCT CROSS-SECTION
FOR SINGAPORE MRT SYSTEM

The average precast box-girder weighs 170 tonnes, has an overall depth of
2100 mm and its top flange cross-sectional width is 5075 mm. The viaduct is
typically situated either in the median of a dual carriageway road or
alongside a road. In the median, the support structure is restricted to the
space available between the carriageway gauges.

4.2 Construction Configuration

The substantial numbers and large sized precast beams to be transported daily
to the various installation points would cause major traffic disruptions. In
addition very large beam loads on roadways would need examination of existing
bridges, culverts and drains along the viaduct route. The acceptable Solution
was to transport beams on a temporary rail track along the newly installed
viaduct and place the beams into position using a seif-travel!ing launching
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gantry mounted on the viaduct itself. This method allowed for the rapid
building of the viaduct to meet tight construction schedules.

Casting yard sites were strategically located alongside viaduct routes to
facilitate the launching gantry techniques. The most.appropriate casting yard
layout was to provide beam casting beds parallel to the adjoining viaduct. At
casting yards where the beams were manufactured perpendicular to the viaduct,
turntables were provided before they were placed onto the viaduct.

4.3 Launching Technioues

The launching system consisted of basically three sets of equipment:

(i) a loading system to transport the beams from the casting yard onto the
viaduct,

(ii) a rail transport system to deliver the beams to the point of launching,

(ii) a launching gantry which lifted the beams from the rail cars, conveyed
them longitudinally into the next span, lowered them to their final
position, and advanced itself to the next span.

Strand lifting unit
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TYPICAL LAUNCHING GANTRY FOR SINGAPORE MRT SYSTEM

off the rail cars, transports it longitudinally
keeps the beam suspended until the load can be

bearings.

In the Singapore MRT system,
precast beams were erected
singly or in pairs. The
launching girder had to be
able to manoeuvre and operate
safely along a minimum 400 m

radius and a gradient up to
2.5%. From recofds obtained
from completed sections of the
MRT system, a launching girder
could comfortably place one
beam per day within normal
working hours. Faster rates of
placement were also achieved
and on exceptional occasions
up to three beams were
launched in one day, with long
working hours and night work.

One type of purpose-built
launching gantry used on
several viaduct contracts is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Each
launching gantry consists of
two main trusses which are
able to move longitudinally
and laterally on two lower
cross-beams. Two crane beams
which support the lifting
equipment move on top of the
main trusses. The launching
gantry lifts the precast beam
into the next span, lowers and
transferred to the permanent
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When the launching girder advances itself into another span, it is firmly
connected to the beam which rests on the rail cars. The beam acts as a

counter-weight for the free cantilever of the launching gantry while the rail
cars provide the driving force for the forward longitudinal advance. The
principle of using the beam as a counter-weight while advancing the launching
girder longitudinally is to allow a reduction in the total length of the
gantry to a little over 40 m. The gantry is able to move forward with all its
equipment without any assistance of a mobile crane.

The launching gantry is also able to install beams for the parallel viaduct
(i.e. two beams side by side) by sliding laterally on its own lower cross-
beams. In moving longitudinally, the launching girder relies on roller
supports which rest on the lower cross-beams.

The average cycle time is as follows:

o Loading of beam from casting yard onto railcars 2.5 hrs
o Rail transport (speed 400 mm/sec; say 1 km to launching

gantry and same distance back to loading installation) 1.5 hrs
o Beam launching 2.0 hrs
o Advance of launching girder 4.0 hrs

5. CONCLUSIONS

The use of precast concrete beams and the adoption of purpose-built
construction equipment have facilitated speed of construction of viaducts.
This method of construction has permitted installation of beams with minimum
traffic disruption and excellent safety records. A variety of purpose-built
erection equipment is available to the engineer and the contractor. The final
choice of equipment must depend on contract period, location of casting yard,
route of the viaduct and configuration of the superstructure.
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Rotation: Mode d'execution original du pont de Ben-Ahin

Drehung: Einzigartige Bauweise der Ben-Ahin Brücke

Rotation: Original Mode of Erection of the Ben-Ahin Bridge
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r£sum£
Le pont de Ben-Ahin par son mode d'execution tout ä fait original, la rotation, fait figure d'ouvrage
d'avant-garde. A notre connaissance, jamais un pont de poids aussi eleve (16000 T.) et de portee aussi
grande n'a ete mis en place par ce Systeme. Les avantages de ce mode d'execution sont un gain de
temps et de coüt gräce ä la construction complete de l'ouvrage sur la terre ferme et l'absence de nui-
sance pour le trafic fluvial pendant les travaux.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Ben-Ahin Brücke stellt wegen ihrer einzigartigen Bauweise, der Drehung, ein zukunftsweisendes
Bauwerk dar. Unseres Wissens wurde noch nie eine so schwere Brücke (16000 T.) mit einer solchen Tragweitedurch diese Methode über einen Fluss gespannt. Die Vorteile dieser Bauweise sind Zeit- und Kostenersparnis,

da das Bauwerk vollständig auf dem Festland fertiggestellt wird und der Schiffsverkehr währendden Arbeiten nicht unterbrochen wird.

SUMMARY
Due to its quite original mode of erection, rotation, the Ben-Ahin bridge is an outstanding work To theauthor's knowledge, it is the first time that such a heavy bridge (16000 T.) with such a large span wasrotated by about 70 degrees across a river. This mode of erection permits time and cost savings becausethe whole structure can be built on dry land. In addition, the river traffic is not interrupted dunnq theconstruction works.
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1. DESCRIPTION GENERALE

L'ouvrage qui franchit la Meuse ä environ 2 kilometres en amont de la ville de
Huy permettra de relier dans des conditions favorables la ville de Huy au
reseau d'autoroutes beiges en evitant le centre de la ville souvent encomhre.
C'est un pont haubane ä un seul pylöne avec une nappe centrale de 40 haubans
(20 de chaque cote du pylöne) supportant un tablier en beton partiellement
precontraint.
La longueur totale du pont est de 341 m. II se compose d'un fleau d'equilibrage
de 128,5 m reposant sur 3 appuis en rive gauche, d'un fleau de 168 m au-dessus
de la Meuse et d'une travee de 42 m en rive droite prolongee par un porte-ä-
faux de 2,5 m.

£ a l *z I 168

341

L'ensemble des 2 fleaux soit 296,5 m de long a ete construit sur la rive gauche
de la Meuse, parallelement ä la berge, sur cintre complet. Apres montage et
reglage des haubans, l'ensemble a subi une rotation de 70° autour de l'axe du
pylöne qui a amene l'ouvrage en position definitive et realise la continuite
avec la travee de 42 m construite en rive droite.

70°rotation

f/
W

A

Ce procede de mise en place a dejä ete utilise notamment en France pour des
ouvrages plus petits (de l'ordre de 4000 to). A Ben-Ahin les charges deplacees
sont superieures ä 16000 to.
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2. DESCRIPTION DES DIFFERENTS ELEMENTS DE LA STRUCTURE

2.1. Pylöne

I 156000

'sZs-S-7

72.500

^L^^
T 62.500

II a une hauteur totale de 93,5 m. II a une
forme d'Y renverse avec les jambes inferieures

retroussees et encastrees dans une
semelle unique. Au niveau de la cassure des
jambes, une traverse horizontale reprend les
efforts de poussee au vide. Elle est
precontrainte par 42 cables 19T15 soit un effort
d'environ 12000 to. Elle sert egalement de
point d'appui pour le tablier. Dans la tete
du pylöne se trouve une cage metallique de 20
m de haut et 70 cm de large oü sont ancres
les haubans.

2.2. Tablier
C'est un caisson en beton de 21,8 m de large et de 2,9 m de haut avec 2 ämes

inclinees, des encorbellements de 4,5 m et un fond de caisson de 8,7 m de
large. A l'interieur, des bracons en beton ou des tirants metalliques liaison-
nent le centre de la dalle de plattelage au bas des ämes.

& Ai»i ä 3

rl

La forme intdrieure de la coupe transversale permet de definir deux sections
differentes: une section legere (11 m2) qui existe sur la plus grande partie de
l'ouvrage (250 m) et une section lourde (16 m2) qui existe sur environ 100 m du
fleau d'equilibrage en rive gauche.
La longueur des fleaux en rotation etant dissymetrique (168 m d'un cöte et 126m
de l'autre), cette difference de section etait necessaire pour equilibrer en
partie les charges.
Pour egaliser parfaitement les masses en rotation de part et d'autre du pylöne
le fleau le plus court a ete leste sur appuis.
Ce lest est egalement necessaire en Service pour eviter le soulevement des
appuis sous l'effet des surcharges sur la travee en Meuse.

2.3. Haubans

Au nombre de 40, ils constituent une nappe centrale de type semi-harpe. Ils
sont composes de torons ä fils paralleles. Le nombre de torons dans un hauban
varie de 47 ä 73.
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Ils sont attaches au pylöne par l'intermediaire d'une boite metallique logee
dans la tete de celui-ci et solidarises au beton au moyen de goujons connecteurs.

Ils viennent s'ancrer dans le tablier au moyen de bossages en beton dans
lesquels sont noyes une plaque d'appui et un tube metallique.

3. DESCRIPTIONS DES ELEMENTS SPECIAUX POUR LA ROTATION

3.1. Semelle du pylöne

C'est l'eiement essentiel de la rotation. En effet, pendant celle-ci, toute la
masse de l'ouvrage est reportee en un point unique: le pylöne.
La fondation a done ete particulierement bien soignee. Elle est composee de 2

semelles: 1 fixe et 1 mobile.

tMHÜj iTrObW«

sum« • fixe

potin diacMbrat)*M

P «m
<•.*•«

plaqu« d«
gbsstmant

pivot d« cor-trop«
c,t»

oppu> principal

La partie fixe de 18 m de diametre et de 4,5 m d'epaisseur moyenne repose sur
le rocher calcaire. Elle est surmontee d'une couronne qui sert de piste de
glissement sur laquelle sont deposes des appuis en neoprene-tefIon.

La partie mobile a une forme de croix: sur la branche principale viennent
s'encastrer les 2 jambes du pylöne; l'autre sert ä reprendre un moment
longitudinal eventuel de desequilibre pendant la rotation. Les extremites de la
croix sont garnies d'inox pour faciliter le glissement (le coefficient de
frottement inox-tefIon est de l'ordre de 5% au demarrage et 2% pendant la suite du
mouvement) ce qui represente des efforts de frottement variant de 800 ä 300 to.

Au centre,
1'ouvrage.

un tube en acier rempli de beton materialise l'axe de rotation de

A l'exterieur de la couronne de glissement, sous les extremites de la semelle
mobile, se trouvent deux groupes de verins diametralement opposes. Ce sont eux
qui fournissent l'effort moteur de rotation.
Chaque groupe est compose de verins verticaux qui en se soulevant viennent se
coincer entre la semelle fixe et la semelle mobile et de verins horizontaux
prenant appui sur une exeroissance de la semelle mobile d'un cöte et sur les
verins verticaux de l'autre. Le mouvement etant courbe, il a ete necessaire
d'intercaler une rotule entre les deux types de verins.
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Ce Systeme par verins a ete prefere ä des cables tendus pour eviter les mou-
vements brusques dus ä la restitution d'energie brutale lors de la mise en
mouvement du Systeme et du relachement des cables.

Dlocag« du wm
vtrticaltt ¦ilrinniii

Chaque action des verins provoque une rotation de 20 cm au niveau des poussees
done de 6 m au bout du fleau de 168 m. Une quarantaine de poussees ont ete
necessaires pour effectuer la rotation complete de 70°. Celle-ci a ete terminee
en une seule journee.

3.2. Bequille d'equilibrage
Celle-ci a ete placee ä 46 m du pylöne en rive gauche. Elle est destinee ä
reprendre les eventuelles charges de desequilibre pendant la rotation.
Formee de profiles metalliques soudes, tiree par un treuil electrique, eile
glisse sur une piste circulaire recouverte de tefIon. Pour eviter de creer un
trop grand moment de torsion dans le pylöne, l'effort moteur de rotation est
exerce simultanement au pylöne et ä la bequille. L'effort ä la bequille est
d'environ une quinzaine de tonnes.

3.3. Pylönes provisoires
La partie non haubanee du tablier de 22,5 m de long ä droite du dernier hauban
donnant par son poids propre un moment non acceptable dans le tablier, nous
avons ete oblige de placer deux petits pylönes provisoires de 12 m de haut au-
dessus de chaque äme du caisson.
Ces pylönes sont haubanes chacun par 2 cables pouvant reprendre un effort de
traction de 1200 to. Ils ont ete demontes apres rotation de l'ouvrage.

jMquill
T-er t

pylönt proviioirt

82*
I

1 46
1

1331 | 34'

128' i 168

1
296»
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3.4. Haubans surtendus

Le reglage de rotation des haubans a ete etudie pour etre le plus proche
possible du reglage de service et ainsi limiter au maximum les manipulations.
Seuls les 3 haubans d'extremite de chaque cöte ont ete surtendus pour la rotation

ä des efforts depassant 1200 to., c'est-ä-dire 75% de leur Charge de
rupture. Cela etait necessaire pour eviter des fleches de fleaux trop grandes et
pour pouvoir passer en rive gauche au-dessus des installations du chemin de
fer.
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3.5. Point fixe
Pour solidariser le tablier aux jambes du pylöne pendant la rotation et eviter
ainsi un retard de mouvement d'un element par rapport ä l'autre, on a construit
4 excroissances ä l'extremite des porte-ä-faux du tablier.
Eiitre chaque excroissance et la jambe du pylöne est place un verin capable de
reprendre un effort de 150 to.
Le moment de torsion autour du pylöne pouvant etre repris par ce Systeme
s'eleve ä environ 4000 tm.

4. ETODES SPECIALES

L'etude dynamique de l'ensemble en rotation a donne tant horizontalement que
verticalement des frequences d'environ 0,20 Hertz pour les Premiers modes de
Vibration. Une etude aerodynamique a montre que meme ä cette frequence faible
les risques d'instabilite etaient inexistants.
La courbe de vitesse du deplacement des verins a ete etudiee pour etre la plus
douce possible et eviter les chocs en debut et fin de course de ceux-ci. On a
finalement retenu une courbe de vitesse sinusoidale en fonction du temps.
Les vibrations verticales et horizontales des extremites des fleaux enregis-
trees pendant la rotation n'ont pas depasse 1 ou 2 cm ce qui est tres faible
relativement ä la longueur de l'ouvrage.

5. OPERATION DE ROTATION

La presence du soleil et une temperature anormalement elevee en cette periode
de 1'annee (septembre) a quelque peu complique les Operations de decollernent du
tablier par rapport ä ses appuis de construction. L'augmentation de temperature
ambiante entrainant un allongement des haubans et un gradient thermique dans le
tablier, a provoque une courbure dans celui-ci faisant reposer les extremites
des deux fleaux sur leurs appuis de construction. Des reglages additionnels de
haubans ont ete necessaires pour resoudre ce probleme.
La force necessaire aux verins moteurs de rotation a ete beaucoup plus faible
que prevu: le frottement inox-teflon a atteint 4% au demarrage pour redescen-
dre rapidement jusqu'ä 1,5%.
Pendant la rotation, des capteurs ont ete places sur les verins et la visualisation

de leurs deplacements etait faite sur un ecran graphique de maniere ä
deceler un eventuel retard d'un verin par rapport ä l'autre. Les deplacements
des extremites des deux fleaux etaient constamment enregistres. Ceux-ci n'ont
pas depasse 1 ä 2 cm et la vitesse de rotation prevue au depart a pu etre
augmentee.

6. AVANTAGES DU SYSTEME

La construction du tablier a pu s'effectuer sur terre ferme dans des conditions
ideales ce qui a permis des rendements et des coüts reduits.
La construction du tablier a pu se faire ä un rythme de 3 trongons de 18 m par
mois. Le pylöne et le tablier ont ete construits en meme temps et la mise en
place des haubans a dure 2 mois.
Pendant toute la duree du chantier, meme pendant la rotation, il n'y a eu aucune

entrave ä la circulation automobile, fluviale ou ferroviaire.
Les etudes et la realisation de cet ouvrage auront dure exactement deux ans, de
decembre 85 ä decembre 87, ce qui est un delai particulierement court.
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Rapid Erection Method for Steel Stacks

Methode de montage rapide pour des cheminees en acier

Schnellmontageverfahren für Stahlkamine
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the influence of a Stacks structural parameters on erection labour expenditure, the
estimating procedure of Stacks' adaptability for erection, technical-and-economic index of different erection

methods, erection-site-process of Stack hoist squeezing out with tackle block equalizing system.

R£SUM£
L'article traite de la relation entre les caracteristiques techniques d'une cheminee et les frais en personnel
pour le montage, de l'evaluation du type de montage approprie sur la base d'indices technico-economo-
miques. II presente le montage de la cheminee selon la methode de la poussee vers le haut au moyen
de verins.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Artikel behandelt den Einfluss der technischen Eigenschaften von Stahlkaminen auf die Personalkosten

für die Montage, die Evaluation der besten Montagemethode auf Grund verschiedener
technischwirtschaftlicher Bestimmungsgrössen, sowie die Montage der Stahlkamine nach der Methode des
Taktaufziehverfahrens mit Takelwerken.
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Steel tower type exhaust Stacks in the industrial construction
present a separate group of tower structures characterized by a
specific design and certain difficulties of erection especially
at operating plants and those under reconstruction. Intensificat-
ion and growth of ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy, power,
chemical and some other industries caused an increase of exhaust
stack construction in order to protect the environment from noxi-
ous and corrosive gases. That is why shortening duration of
Stacks erection, raising labour productivity and improving safety

of works at the construction site became matter of scientific
and industrial significance.
Great variety of structurally-arranged designs of steel frame
eXhaust Stacks of height up to 200 m brought to life numerous
methods of their erection. That provided additional difficulties

in application of standart erection rigging and equipment
and questioned the rationality of largs-block erection. In spite
of permanent modernization of traditional build-up and turning
around hinge erection methods their major drawbacks remained the
same: large amount of mounting works at height, use of expensive
equipment, difficulties of joint quality control, necessity of
special safety measures, limitation of height of stackswhich are
to be erected by turning around hinge method-not higher than
100...120m. The development of new hoist squeezing out methods
with tackle block equalizing system entailed changes of Stacks1
structurally-arranged designs.Different project firms worked out
steel Stack designs without taking into consideration their
adaptability for erection because of simple engineering methods
of estimating, such points were not yet elaborated. Structures
of analogous Stacks possessed different numbers of structural
elements,different masses, the joints of the Stacks differed in
quantity of bolts and masses of weld metal. That was the reason
why labour expenditure on construction sites differed 1.2... 1.8
times for analogous Stacks erected by the same method and with
the same equipment.
Researches conducted in VNIPI Promstalkonstructsia on the basis
of 50 stack designs permitted to determine the influence of
stack structural parameters on the labour expenditure and
express this dependance by multiple regression equations [1.1 :

T1=-2.276+0.267M+0.197Ke! +0.007Nb+ 0.051G (1)

tbl1=-0.339+0.239M+0.l63Nel+0.018Nb+0.09ö (2)

where : T..-labour expenditure of stack pyramidal part assembly,
man-day;
t, ,i - labour expenditure of assembly of stack prismatic
part i - block, man - day;

M - mass of corresponding part of stack frame, ton ;
N ei- number of dispatched elements, pcs ;
N b - number of bolts in assembling joints, pos ;
G - mass of weld metal in joints kgs ;

Multiple determination ratio of equation (1) is equual to 99.34
and equation (2) - 98.34. Labour expenditure on assembly of,
Stack prismatic part T2 is determined by the formula :

T2 T tbli (3)
1 1
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Thus the total labour expenditure of assembly works is determined
by summation T. and T?. The obtained data may be compared with
the indexes of the basic variant. In that way it is possible t6
choose a profitable type of stack structurally-arranged design.
To execute the procedure it is necessary to calculate the stack
weight (mass), number of dispatched elements, bolts in assembl-'
ing joints as well as mass of weld metal. To simplify the
determination of labour expenditure on assembly works of pyramidal and
prismatic parts blocks nomographs are developed on the basis of
multiple regression equations (1) and (2). One of them is shown
in fig. 1.
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Fig 1. Determination noraograph of stack pyramidal part assembly
labour expenditure.

The procedure of quantity estimation of stack design adaptability'for erection was used for choosing profitable Standard
structurally-arranged designs of exhaust Stacks with heights of 90, 120, 150
and 180 m. Such designs permitted to reduce the value and number of
structural parameters. That provided reducing labour expendituresto 12...15$ of traditional structural designs indexes. Por example,
using in structure triangulär lattice instead of cross ör rhombns
one permits to decreas erection labour expenditure to 1.6 times.
The rewiew of home and foreign experience of stack design and
construction as well as the analysis of published original sources
showed a wide ränge of Variation of labour expenditure and durationof erection works. Determination of effective methods of stack
erection if based on separate criteria does not always correspond toreal practice. That is why technical-and-economic analysis of
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the most wide spread stack erection methods in ths USSR was
carried out by means of multifactors estimation procedure. The
procedure includes expert and quantity estimates of erection
works safety level. Safety level is determined from time of
mounting works at height accounting for probabilistic influence
of traumatic factors.
Analysis of technical-and-economic indexes of stack ersction
processes showed the method of stack squeezing out with tackle block
equalizing system in comparis on with traditional methods of
stack erection table 1 ensured the following advantages:
raising labour productivity to 25...53%, shortening erection
time to 18...31% duration of erection decreasing erection
cost to 23...41%, improving erection works safety level to 45...
120% and significant improvement of working conditions at the
expense of carrying out erection process at low heieht on stati

onary scaffolds, raising quality control reliability of mounting

joints fulfilment, creating production conveyer line of
assembly and installation of stack prismatic part'blocks,
reducing volume of mounting works height to 2...2.5 times,
exception of application of expensive and deficit erection
rigging and equipment, etc. [2,3]•

Methods of erection
Build" uü ine- ;hods Holst' '

squee¬
Mrn

self- self- tower mg
claiming craw- crane zing around

Indexes crane on üng with out hinge•kllUwAW jw the cygantry attachwith
linder ments tackle

block
equa-»
lizing
system

Mass, t 253 255 253 265 262

Cost, % 79 100 118 77 118

Cost of 1 ton of mounted
steel structure, % 80 100 119 74 114

Duration of erection, % 131 100 139 85 107
Labour expenditure of
erection works, % 107 100 134 76 106

Output, % 93 100 75 137 98

Safety level of erection
works, % 85* 100* 150* 200* 185*

81** 100** 172** 261** 209**

* - expert estimate [4]
** -quantity estimate by VNIPI Promstalkonstructsia procedura
Table 1. Technical-and-economic indexes of erection methods.
Video-recording equipment with automatic data processing were used
to analyze actual labour expenditure of different assembly and
Installation processes, Operation elements and labour techniques.
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That permitted to work out an optimum'model of assembly and
installation of steel Stacks structures. Introduction'Of such modeis
reduced labour expenditure of erection works to 10...12%.
The results of the conducted researches allowed to improve the
erection-site-process of stack hoist squeezing out method, which
contained:
- Standard assembly of spatial frame blocks with exhaust cylinder

blocks of the equal height on special stand;
- block on the stand transportation from assembling site to the

place of installation by rails;
- connecting the block to the structures of the stack prismatic

part have been put into position before;
- hoist squeezing out of stack prismatic part with exhaust cylinder

by means of tackle block equalizing system at the block's
height;

- lowering the stand on the rails and transporting it back to the
blocks assembling site to assemble a new block.

Such erection-site-processes are repeated until squeezing-up part
of the exhaust stack reaches its design elevation. Simultaneous
installation of stack steel frame with exhaust cylinder permitted
to reduce labour expenditure of erection works to 7...9% additio-
nally.

7<«

\
b)a.)

I
R

oo
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77

Fig.2 Scheme of erection: a -first step of squeezing out; b -
intrmediate position; 1 - stand with block on; 2 -tractive
tackle block.

Tractive tackle block system consists of separate tackle blocks
Their quantity is equal to the number of stack's sides. Special
equalizing system includes dynamometers which are provided forcontrol-forces in the ropes going to the winches. There are guiding

devices inthe pyramidal part of stack to stabilize the pri-
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zmatic part during squeezing out.
Experience of designing and erection of different types of Stacks
was generalized and specifications were formulated. They permitted

eliminating unwarranted multiformity of stack types as well as
multimodifioation of ineffective erection methods and to work
out new structurally-arranged designs of exhaust Stacks. Erection
of_ tower structures of such designs with due regard for the above
mentioned deveiopments permitted'to'reduce labour expenditure
and duration of erection in 1.5...1.7 times.
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